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Introduction 
 
 
The CCC welcomes the opportunity to comment on the ACCC’s draft report on prices 
control arrangements. This submission summarises the CCC’s position in relation to the 
ACCC’s comments on future options for existing price control arrangements. The CCC 
believes that ensuring that the opportunity for cross-subsidy by Telstra is minimized 
should be a priority concern. 
 
This submission then comments in more detail on the ACCC’s proposal to establish a 
new arrangement to monitor consumer prices in locations where new facilities based 
entrants are established or proposed. 
 
 
Domestic Long Distance and International 
 
The CCC believes that ACCC is correct in identifying that domestic long distance and 
international call markets are becoming increasingly competitive. As such, the CCC 
believes it is now appropriate for those call types to be removed from the price control 
basket. 
 
 
Fixed to Mobile 
 
The CCC believes the competitive forces in the market for fixed to mobile calls are weak. 
Further, costs for this call type are clearly very high, particularly in residential markets, 
and there is strong evidence of cross-subsidy across some business customers. Therefore, 
the CCC believes that it is appropriate that there is a sub-cap specific to FTM. 
 
If the ACCC does not accept the arguments for a specific sub-cap, it is important that the 
more competitive calls types such as long distance are removed from the basket so that 
the opportunity for cross-subsidy is reduced. As discussed below, the CCC also believes 
there is a need for the price controls to be more focused on residential consumers. 
 
 
Access Pricing 
 
The CCC submits that the cost to Telstra of providing basic access is now fully recovered 
by line rental prices and that the Access Deficit Charge is obsolete. As such, it is 
appropriate that these charges now become subject to a specific sub cap with a CPI – x 
formula. Telstra should be required to pass on the efficiencies that it should now begin to 
realize from the operation of these services on a full cost recovery basis. There is a risk 
that Telstra will use basic access charges to cross subsidise call charges if this initiative is 
not implemented. This cap should apply to residential and business access services as 
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basic access is not available on a wholesale basis. Further, the CCC believes that the 
ACCC should consider the declaration of basic access. 
 
 
Business services 
 
The CCC submits that the price controls basket should exclude business services. The 
CCC believes there is clear evidence that Telstra is cross-subsidising corporate markets 
with residential markets. This has the direct result that residential consumers, who are the 
intended beneficiaries of the price control arrangements, are being denied the benefits 
that they should be receiving. 
 
 
Pre-Emptive Price Approval  
 
 
The CCC strongly supports the proposal by the ACCC that Telstra be required to seek 
prior approval for price changes where there is a possibility that those changes are 
designed to forestall the entry or hinder and prevent the operations of efficient facilities-
based competitors. 
 
The CCC understands that the intention of the proposed mechanism is to expose and 
prevent attempts by Telstra to discriminate across consumer groups and products to 
hinder facilities-based competition from developing. 
 
A mechanism such as that discussed in pages 53-57 of the draft report would be useful in 
exposing conduct that was harmful to competition and reduce the incentive for Telstra to 
exercise its market power to deny consumers the benefit of competitive entry. 
 
The CCC is aware of allegations that have been raised in the past, and publicly reported, 
that Telstra has engaged in this type of activity in regional areas in particular.  
 
The CCC does not believe that such a mechanism would be novel in the context of the 
price controls mechanisms. As the draft report acknowledges, the provisions of the price 
control arrangements to allow for Telstra to be required to seek regulatory approvals 
before raising prices are not specific to protection for low income consumers. These are 
simply the context in which the provisions have been applied previously. A regime of 
monitoring of activity in areas where there is facilities-based competitive entry is 
consistent with the intention of the price control arrangements to protect consumers in 
markets where there is a belief that competition is not fully effective. 
 
Efficient facilities-based competition is considered desirable primarily because it has 
been shown to be the most effective market arrangement for ensuring that productivity 
gains are realized quickly and passed on to consumers. Given that the nexus between 
effective competition and consumer welfare is well established, price control provisions 
that are aimed at ensuring more effective competition are sound regulatory tools to 
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deliver enhanced consumer welfare outcomes. In other words, acting to protect efficient 
facilities-based competition when it is at its most vulnerable is a very direct device for 
ensuring that in the long run, price falls and product innovation is sustainable. 
 
While a mechanism of this type is proposed in the draft, there are numerous issues that 
the CCC would suggest would need to be considered to ensure that the mechanism was 
effective. 
 
Issues to be considered include: 

• How to apply the pricing approval mechanism to the right markets 
• How to apply the pricing approval mechanism to both substitutable services and 

to service bundles 
• How to ensure that the ACCC received the information in a form and at a time 

that made the assessment process practical 
• When the mechanism would apply 

 
 
The CCC believes the most practical mechanism for triggering the application of such a 
monitoring provision would be for the investor proposing new facilities to contact the 
ACCC as early as possible; preferably before the investment commenced, and if possible 
before the plans became public, present its proposal (describing the services to be 
offered, the target market and the geographic reach of the facility) and the pricing range 
proposed. 
 
While a failure to identify early contact does not preclude an investor from protection 
from anti-competitive conduct under the existing provisions of the TPA, the effectiveness 
of the proposed monitoring regime to a particular set of circumstances will be in part 
determined by the ability of the ACCC to apply act quickly. If the application for prior 
price approval mechanism is in place, the Commission might become aware of 
potentially anti-competitive conduct at a very early stage and thereby be in a position to 
ensure that the infringing conduct would cause minimal harm in a market. Further, such a 
mechanism as this would act as a strong disincentive to Telstra from seeking to exercise 
its market power. 
 
The CCC submits that it is important that the approval process mechanism begins once 
the ACCC has been notified that an investment is planned in a location and has 
determined that it fits the requirements of the provisions, and not, for example, only once 
the new entrant has begun to offer products in the market. The ACCC needs to be 
concerned not to create a window where Telstra could act to price an entrant out of the 
market once an entrant had already committed to investing but before it was offering 
services, a point at which its business case was at its most vulnerable. 
 
The criteria that a proposed investment had to meet before being afforded the protection 
of the mechanism should be broad. Demonstrable investment or commitment to invest 
and a genuine product offering at prices at least comparable to those already in the 
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market, or services that were unavailable or only selectively available to consumers in the 
market, should be sufficient for the investment to qualify. 
 
Once the applicant satisfied its onus to apply for monitoring of prices in its market, the 
onus should be on Telstra to nominate all proposed price and product changes within that 
region/market to the ACCC, which in turn should notify the applicant.  
 
A potential point of failure of the proposal is that the ACCC would simply lack the 
resources to assess what is likely to be an enormous flow of information from Telstra to 
the Commission. If this results in a bottleneck and a slow assessment process, Telstra will 
likely agitate for a default approval process.  
 
This can be partly overcome by requiring Telstra to provide the information in a 
summarized form as well as detail. Consistent with the objective of the mechanism being 
to prevent Telstra from selectively acting to foreclose on efficient facilities-based 
competitors, a price cut or other pricing bundle that is available uniformly across the 
country should be dealt with under the existing Part XIB and related provisions. 
However, investors should have the opportunity to demonstrate that the proposed change 
is effectively only relevant in the market for which they have sought protection. That is, a 
price or product change should not automatically escape the provisions of the protection 
arrangement because it is offered nationally. There should be an opportunity for 
competitors to show that the offer is only effectively available in protected areas or to 
particular consumer groups and that the offer would harm facilities-based competition for 
that particular group of consumers. 
 
Markets should also be defined consistent with the target markets of the entrants.  
 
The criteria should also be broadly defined as focusing on price for services, not on 
particular technologies, and incorporate bundles. If the mechanism only captured like-for-
like platforms or technologies, it might be open to Telstra to respond to a competitor 
deploying a wireless fixed access network through cutting prices of ISDN or DSL. If 
bundling were a means to escape the provision of the mechanism, Telstra might employ 
cuts to mobile voice service prices to frustrate a high-speed data provider from entering 
the market. Bundling also highlights the importance of looking at the effective 
application of a product/price offering that might be ostensibly offered nationally. For 
example, a bundle that included a deep price cuts for CDMA voice and/data services 
might be offered national but available quite narrowly. Again, this approach is consistent 
with the underpinning intention of focusing this mechanism on consumers and 
encouraging the delivery to them of long-term, sustainable competitive benefits to them. 
 
The CCC submits that the existence of infrastructure-based competitors other than Telstra 
in a particular location should not prevent a new entrant from seeking the protection of 
the proposed mechanism in those areas. It would be a perverse outcome if a new entrant 
established a vibrant and growing competitive market in a particular location, which in 
turn attracted a third entrant, yet Telstra could then foreclose on competition. Further, the 
existence of alternative facilities suitable for one customer group, such as residential, 
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should not preclude the application of the price approval mechanism for facilities targeted 
at a different customer group, such as business-grade services. 
 
 
For Further information please contact: 
 
David Forman 
Executive Director 
CCC 
 
david@ccc.asn.au
02 62625821 
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